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Whether in the city or the country, in the northern hemisphere or the 
southern hemisphere, there is always something to see in nature. Teaching 
children what to look for helps them to learn to observe.  Teaching them to 
observe helps them to know and understand nature as a part of their 
world. 

Following are some of the changes in nature to look for in a particular 
place in each hemisphere: southern England in the northern hemisphere 
and the Atlantic Rainforest of southern Brazil in the southern hemisphere.  
For each month, there is a list of what is happening at that time in each 
place.  

Print and use the Nature Observation Chart given at the end of this PDF. 
Children can colour it and fill in each square with a drawing or written 
details of what they have observed.  To learn more about the hemisphere 
where they are not living, they can fill another with drawings of the 
animals and plants that they have learned are there. 

This lesson is designed to accompany my children’s picture book:  

The Big Field : a Child’s Year Under the Southern Cross,  

which includes many nature  activities in the story (and from which the 
illustrations used here come).  

 



 



JANUARY 
In the south of England, in the northern hemisphere, it is deepest winter 
just now. This year has an unusual amount of snow and cold there, as all 
across Europe. In spite of the cold, here is what could be seen and heard 
outdoors: 

• The White Wagtail should appear 
• The Green Woodpecker will "laugh" 
• Robins and Wrens are more easily seen 
• The Winter Moth might still be seen in the evening 
• The Dung Beetle appears 
• Honeysuckle begins to leaf 
• Butcher's Broom may flower 
• Slugs appear 

 

!In the south of Brazil, in the southern hemisphere, it is summer, hot and 
humid, especially in the Atlantic Rainforest. Plants are in flowers, birds 
and insects are everywhere. Here are just a few of what to look for: 

• The Blue Dacnis (above) can be seen, especially at feeders 
• The Mourning Rose butterfly appears 
• The Orange-barred Sulphur butterfly is still about 
• The Mandana Metalmark butterfly appears 
• Yellow Cestrum (below) is in flower 
• Fuchsias are blooming 
• Toucans can still be heard at dusk 
 

 



FEBRUARY 
 

 
Here is what those in Britain can expect to see in February's nature: 

• Moles prepare their nests 
• Blackbirds are in full song 
• Frogs begin to croak and spawn 
• Coltsfoot flowers 
• Daffodils flower late in the month 
 

 

 In the Atlantic Rainforest of  southern Brazil and the northern part of 
Argentina, it is hot summertime still. In nature: 

• The kapok tree is in bloom with its magnificent pink and yellow flowers 
shaped like stars 

• Many, many trees are producing seeds 
• Blue night butterflies (below) can be seen 
• The tropical kingbird (top) is calling 
• Leaf cutter ants (above) are at their busiest, or at least seem that way 

!  



MARCH 
One of the equinoxes occurs this month, moving the seasons to autumn in 
the Atlantic Rainforest region of southern Brazil and to a longed-for spring 
in Britain. As nature adjusts to a time of greater light and warmth, here is 
what you can expect to see in Britain during the month of March: 

• Hyacinth are in bloom 
• Badgers, rabbits, field voles and lambs are born 
• The Magpie and robin build their nests 
• The Blackbird sits on eggs 
• The Dog Violet is in flower 
• Slugs pair ! 

 
In the Atlantic Rainforest region of southern Brazil, March is a time of 
great, late-autumn heat, when everyone feels almost unable to move 
because it is so hot and humid. Here is what to look for in that rainforest in 
March: !  

• Cicadas are screaming loudly everywhere and all day long 
• The ingã tree is flowering 
• The green-headed tanager, can be tamed with fresh bananas (below) 
• The magnificent blue morpho butterfly can be seen (above) 
• The Lenten Tree, which is native to the Atlantic Rainforest, flowers 
• The tiny red tasselflower (below) appears  
 

 



APRIL 
 

April is a magnificent month for nature observation in most parts of the 
world. What you may see in Britain during the month of April: 

• Foxes, moles and otters are born 
• The Great Bat begins to fly 
• The Blue Tit builds its nest - look for it! 
• The Tree Pipit should arrive in the middle of the month 
• Herb Robert flowers  
• The newt appears in ponds 
• Dozens of different insects appear 
 
What you may see in the southern Atlantic Rainforest in the month of 
April: 

 

• Yesterday-Today-Tomorrow shows its amazing flowers 
• Trogons will call (above) 
• The lacewing butterfly appears (below) 
• The golden medallion tree drops its enormous seed pods 
• Oranges are ripe 

 



 

MAY 
 

What you may see in Britain in the month of May is a flood of activity too 
great to list here, but some of it may be that: 

• Moles are active 
• Red deer and roe deer are born 
• Sheep will be shorn 
• Many birds build their nests: blackcaps, bullfinches, cirl buntings, corn 

buntings, garden warblers, the hobby falcon, jackdaws, house 
martins, sandpipers, swifts: This is the month to look out for nests! 

• Nightjars arrive 
• Plenty of insects arrive for the tasty pleasure of all those building birds: 

apple suckers, bee flies, moths, butterflies, dragonflies, the delightful 
hummingbird hawk moth 

• Among the many flowers, you will see: barberry, black  bryony, black 
medick, bugle, cleavers, holly, honeysuckle, lilac, scarlet pimpernel, 
sweet chestnut, yellow iris 

 
What you may see in the southern Atlantic Rainforest of Brazil, where it is 
autumn and getting cold and wet and foggy, includes: 

 

 



 

 

• Green parakeets in flocks (above) 
• Kapok seeds tumbling to the ground and bursting open (the silk within 

contains the seeds that the green parakeets love)  
• Giant brown moths in swarms 
• Falling leaves everywhere 
• Many varieties of the helicon butterfly (below) 
 
 
 

 



 ! JUNE 
 
June is the month of one of the summer/winter solstices. In the ancient 
Cornish language of southwestern England, it was known simply as "the 
summer month". In June in Britain one can see that: 

• Squirrels are born - look for their nests high in trees 
• The feathers of Mallard Drakes change to resemble those of the females - 

look for them in the ponds and lakes 
• Swifts lay their eggs 
• Carps spawn 
• Dozens of different moths appear: Gothic moth, Goat moth, Lappet 

moth, Brown moth, Heart and Dart moth, Riband Wave moth, 
Scarlet Tiger moth 

• Just about everything flowers: Lady's Fingers, Lady's Mantle, Elder, Cow 
Parsnip, Dogwood, Lavender, Stinking Mayweed! 

 

 
          !  

 In the Atlantic Rainforest of southern Brazil, June is winter, and the 
temperature can drop to zero degrees Celsius. The weather is wet and 
foggy, the rainforest dripping and sunless on many days. Now is the time 
the hummingbirds will come to the feeders, for there are fewer nectar-
bearing flowers blooming. Yet there is much to observe in nature: 



 

• The beautiful Orsis Bluewing butterfly (previous page) is seen 
• Paraná pines are dropping their huge seedballs, and monkeys are eating 

the seeds 
• The Azure Jay (below) also eats the seeds, and buries some for later in 

the season. The ones he forgets to dig up grow into trees.  
• Lacewing katydids are about 

 !  

 



JULY 
 

For Britain, there is the old saying:  

"An England summer : two hot days and a thunderstorm." 

In July, in Britain, one can expect to see in nature: 

• Harvest mice building their nests 
• Weasels having their second litter 
• The Cuckoo, if it still can be heard in your region, now ceases to call 
• The Drinker Moth appears 
• Hover flies are numerous and should remain so to the end of September 
• Canterbury Bells blossom 
• Golden Rod flowers 
• Marjoram flowers 
• Yellow Toadflax flowers 
• The Grass Snake lays its eggs 
 

 

  

In the Atlantic Rainforest of Southern Brazil, the fog can be so thick that a 
child will not let go of your hand for fear of being instantly lost. When the 
sun does come out, one can see: 



 

• The Brazilian Skipper (previous page) 
• The Oven bird building its odd nest  (below)   
• The Blue Ipomea purpurea flowering along the roadsides      
• Bromeliads so heavy with moisture that they fall from trees with a 

heavy, clumping sound 
 

 

 



AUGUST 
 
 

August is well past mid-summer in Britain and some migrants all ready 
are beginning to depart. In the Atlantic Rainforest no one likes August for 
it is always cold and dreary, but so windy that many children fly kites. 

In August, in Britain, children can observe in nature: 

• That the Nightingales, Tree Pipits, Turtle Doves and Swifts leave 
• Many insects have their second broods: Asparagus Beetles, Blood Vein 

Moths, Holly Blue Moths, Pine Saw-flies and Diamond-back Moths 
• There are still many wildflowers, but they indicate the season to come: 

Autumnal Hawkbit, Autumnal Lady's-tresses, Field Gentian, 
Pennyroyal, Peppermint and Wormwood 

• Lizards catching the warmth 
• Slow-worms are born 

 !  

In the cold, wet fog of the Atlantic Rainforest winter: 

• Blue Swallowtail butterflies (above) arrive 
• The screeches of the Southern Lapwing echo as it protects its nest 
• Millipedes are seen: 

 !  



• Stick insects are seen 
• Hummingbirds come daily to feeders, for they suffer greatly from the 

cold (On very cold days, they can be found unconscious on the 
ground. Children are taught to pick them up gently and to hold 
them in their cupped hands. The warmth will usually revive the 
bird.) 

 
 
 
 

 



 
 

SEPTEMBER 
 

September is a month of an equinox and of noticeable migrations. There is 
much to observe this month. In Britain, now is when one can see that: 

• Many mammals are preparing to hibernate: the Dormouse, Hedgehogs, 
Squirrels and the Water Vole, 

• Many birds are leaving: the Blackcap, the Garden Warbler, Sand Martins, 
Swallows and more, and a few birds will arrive, such as Siskins, 

• It is also a time to listen, for the Robin will begin to sing again, the 
Tawny Owl will hoot, and the Stone Curlew will clamour                 

• Rose hips and holly berries ripen, 
• Garden Spiders are everywhere! 

 

 !  

In the Atlantic Rainforest, it is spring. The fog finally burns away and: 

• The beautiful yellow ipê tree (above) blooms and is known in folklore as 
the sign in nature that means the cold weather is over for another 
year 



 
• The Rufus-bellied Thrush returns from its winter in the Amazon region 

to the north and starts to sing, 
• The fork-tailed fly-catcher arrives to catch mosquitoes throughout the 

summer, 
• The beautiful bright orange butterfly called the Flame (below) appears. 
 
 
 

 



 

OCTOBER 
 
In the northern hemisphere, October is early to mid-autumn. There is 
much to see as animals and plants prepare to protect themselves during 
the harsher cold weather to come -- by storing food, preparing to hibernate 
or become dormant, or moving on to warmer climes. In Britain: 

• The Common Shrew prepares its winter nest 
• Field Voles prepare to hibernate 
• Goldfinches visit thistleheads for seeds 
• The Hooded Crow arrives 
• Frogs hibernate, as do Grass Snakes and Toads 
• Ivy blossoms 
• Walnuts ripen 
• Dogwood leaves turn purple 
• The Northern Winter Moth appears 
• Wasps hibernate 
• Garden spiders lay eggs in a ball of yellow silk; the eggs will hatch in the 

spring 
 

 
In the Atlantic Rainforest, October means rain, and rain and rain. It is 
springtime and the rain is almost warm. As nature awakens from its very 
short winter, colour abounds. 



 !  

 

• The native Tiger Claw tree (above) blooms 
• The swallows return from the north 
• Termites rise on wing from mounds as high as a child of seven is tall 
• The magnificent, metallic call of the Bare-Throated Bell-bird can be heard 

ringing in the forest (previous page) 
•  !Butterflies and beetles appear in great variety and great number 

 
 

 



NOVEMBER 
 

In the north, it is deep enough into autumn that no trace of summer really 
remains. In the south, springtime is surging toward summer with a life 
force that is heady. In Britain, here is what can be observed in the month of 
November: 

• Bucks are grunting 
• Fieldfares and Redwings are feeding - sometimes together -  on hips and 

haws (rose hips and hawthorn berries) 
• Greenfinches begin to flock 
• Ash leaves fall 
• Hazel catkins become conspicuous 
• Trout spawns 

   

In the Atlantic Rainforest of South America, one can now see: 

• The magnificent orange-barred giant sulphur butterfly (above) 
• The highly poisonous Brown spider 
• Golden medallion trees are in bloom 
• Bougainvillea, called Primavera, blooms pink or purple 
• The bright pink Tillandsia stricta (below)  

 



DECEMBER 
 

December marks the end of the calendar year and the beginning of a new 
season: summer in the south and winter in the north. With such deeply 
different seasons, people grow up with profoundly different associations 
with this time of year. For those in the southern hemisphere, December 
and its festivals is a time of sunny, hot days, going to the beach, the long 
and lazy school holiday, and outdoor cooking, while in the north it is a 
time of bundling up, baking pies and cookies, sitting indoors before the 
fire. The differences in nature are just as dramatic.  

In Britain, in the northern hemisphere: 

• Foxes, searching for food, are seen much more often 
• Where it is cold, the Stoat assumes its white coat to become an Ermine 
• Yellow buntings congregate in flocks 
• The Wren can be heard singing 
• Holly berries are easy to see 
• Winter aconite flowers 
• The Velvet Mushroom is found on trunks and stumps  

 ! 

 In Brazil's Atlantic Rainforest, in the southern hemisphere: 

• Grecian Shoemaker butterflies (above) can be seen 
• Toucans call out in the evening 
• Black Jacobin Hummingbirds appear        
• The Pitanga fruit is ripe 
• The lethal Lonomia caterpillar (below) appears ! 

 


